Anchorage-dependent surface distribution and partition during freeze-fracture of viral transmembrane glycoproteins.
We have compared in the same cell type the surface distribution and partition in freeze-fractured plasma membranes of Sindbis virus glycoproteins in three different situations: (i) in permanently transformed cells that express the glycoproteins as the only viral product; (ii) in cells in which prebound viruses were forced to fuse with the plasma membrane by low pH treatment; (iii) in virus-infected cells. We report here that the viral proteins expressed on the surface of transfected cells show a uniform and unclustered distribution; conversely, in Sindbis virus-infected cells they appear clustered, regionally distributed, and always associated with budding viruses (i.e., interacting with the nucleocapsid on the cytosolic side of the membrane). Furthermore, the viral proteins expressed on transfected cells or implanted by low pH-mediated fusion partition during freeze-fracture with the exoplasmic faces of the cell plasma membranes, whereas an opposite partition is observed in infected cells. These results strongly suggest that in infected cells the clustering and the partition with the protoplasmic faces of the plasma membrane depend only on the strong "anchorage" of the glycoproteins to the nucleocapsid.